
  
 

 

 

E-NF-L Evergreen: Evergreen exterior non-fire door leaf, single or pair 

Our popular non-fire exterior door leaf, the E-NF-L Evergreen is available in singles or pairs. It has a foam core faced with either Zincalume 

or there is also an optional range of glazing formats or bespoke designs. 

 Leaf sizes up to 2080 high x 900 wide per leaf (fibreglass) 

 Leaf sizes up to 2400 high x 1200 wide per leaf (Zincalume) 

 Thickness 38 mm (fibreglass), 40mm (Zincalume) 

 Weight 12 kg /m2 

 

FACING OPTIONS 

 Paint quality  

 1 mm galvanised steel facings with aluminium edge capping 

 

DOOR EDGE STYLES 

Any combination of styles can be used on each door to meet your requirements and the size of the door will remain the same. 

 
Flush style specifically designed for direct screw hinge systems used in aluminium jambs or to give a square lock edge. 

 
Rebated meeting style for hung pairs. No need for un-attractive, expensive astragals. 

 
Factory fitted shoot bolds available in polished brass or satin chrome 
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RAILS 

Rebated bottom rails are available if required  

 

CUT OUTS 

Cut outs are available for locks, peep holes, windows and cat flaps. Cat flaps are not available on paneled doors.  

 

BLOCKING 

If you want to screw items to the door, rather than completely through it, blocks will need to be included in the right locations 

during manufacture. For this reason, blocking details must be specified before your Evergreen doors are manufactured.  

Lock blocks 

Standard 54 mm hole lock systems do not require lock blocks. A 'C' ring is supplied 

instead. Mortise locks or large D handle locks do require blocking. 

Panic blocks 

If panic gear is to be fitted to the door a standard blocking system is available. 

Closer blocks 

A tin closer block can be included during manufacture to support closer hardware. 

Provided the closer pushes the door closed, the hardware can be directly screwed to the door. Closers that pull the door shut  

require bolting through the door. 

 

GLAZING OPTIONS 

Evergreen glass panel doors are ideal for applications requiring natural light in the hallway. The glazing system accepts 6 m m 

glass. This allows inexpensive single glazing, rather than expensive imported double or triple glazing, which is not  required in 

New Zealand’s temperate environment. 
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HARDWARE 

We can supply these units with or without hardware. With pre-cropped doors the hardware supplied will be loose 

unfitted. Any standard hardware is suitable for these non-fire door units. 

 


